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MOTIVATION

Almost twenty years after the discovery of , a deep
dynamical understanding of this and other unconventional
mesons is still lacking.

Unified and consistent description of heavy-quark mesons,
conventional ( ) and unconventional, from QCD.

CHALLENGE
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2003-2022
7 well established unconventional charmoniumlike states



OUTLINE

i)    Heavy-quark meson description.

ii) String breaking potential. 

iii)  The Diabatic Approach in QCD. 

iv)  Charmoniumlike mesons.

iv) Summary.



HEAVY-QUARK MESON DESCRIPTION

General Requirement

An accurate description of heavy-quark mesons requires a suitable choice
of the degrees of freedom and the implementation of the QCD dynamics.

Born-Oppenheimer type assumptions

On the basis of the QCD energy scale we can classify distinctively
the heavy and light degrees of freedom.

Static approximation: the dynamics of the light fields can be solved by
neglecting the motion of the heavy degrees of freedom.



Light field degrees of freedom : Gluons and sea quarks

Heavy degrees of freedom

There is nowadays compelling evidence of heavy quark- heavy antiquark, ,
and open flavor meson-meson, , degrees of freedom.

Static Approximation

For any fixed relative position of           :



Avoided Crossing of the energy levels

The radial dependence of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the light fields have been calculated 
in Lattice QCD :  G. S. Bali et al., PRD 71, 11453 (2005) G. Bulava et al., PLB 793, 493 (2019)

:  Eigenvalues of  V =

G. S. Bali, Phis. Rep. 343,1 (2001)



String Breaking



STRING BREAKING POTENTIAL

From the eigenvalues and the diagonal matrix elements the radial dependence of the string 
breaking potential can be parametrized.

is taken as an effective parameter (the same for all thresholds).



The mixing is only significant around the crossing radius

For       far from the crossing radius : 

The value of                 gives the size of the

mixing region (the same for all thresholds). r



THE DIABATIC APPROACH IN QCD

Diabatic Expansión  

From the physical point of view it is convenient to expand the heavy-quark meson
state in terms of           and            states (simplified notation)

Schrödinger Equation

Integrating out 
the light d. o. f



For the case of only one partial wave contributing for           and           

MESON

Solutions: Bound states and Scattering states



CHARMONIUMLIKE MESONS

E. Eichten and C. Quigg, PRD 49, 5845 (1994)

E. Eichten and F. Feinberg, PRD 23, 2724 (1981))

(Spectral region: no threshold widths, no hybrid candidates) 



Can                    be  generated from string breaking ?

: Experimental values



Diabatic Bound States



Predictions



Diabatic Scattering States

From the asymptotic behavior of the wave functions the                scattering 
amplitude and the corresponding cross sections can be calculated.

Completely nonperturbative scheme











Quasiconventional states may be overshadowed by the presence of close 
unconventional states.



Heavy-quark meson spectral pattern

There are quasi-conventional resonances with masses close to those of Cornell
bound states, as well as unconventional resonances with masses close to the
energies of some meson-meson thresholds.

Spectrum



Decay Widths



The Diabatic Approach in QCD allows for a unified and consistent description of
conventional and unconventional heavy-quark mesons from Lattice QCD indications.

String breaking gives rise to a mixing of with open-flavor meson-meson
configurations. This may be expressed through a mixing potential.

The heavy-quark meson spectrum is formed by a quasiconventional one, plus an
unconventional one located close to some open-flavor meson-meson thresholds.

A detailed description of charmoniumlike mesons up to 1 GeV excitation energy is
feasible.

SUMMARY



THE  END


